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Who are we? 

The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit-making organisation.  Our aim is to encourage an interest in 
arachnids – especially spiders and scorpions - and to promote this interest and the study of these animals by all 
suitable means. 

Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any committee member for 
information. 

Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are arranged from time 
to time.  A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this newsletter. 

 

Mission Statement 

“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning-experience, centred on spiders, 
their relatives and in nature in general.” 

Our Contact Details 

www.spiderclub.co.za 

P. O. Box 1126  Randburg 2125 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Committee members 

Chairman: Astri Leroy         073 168 7187  info@spiders.co.za 

Treasurer: Jaco Le Roux              083 258 8969          jaco.leroux@rs-components.com 

Editor: Joan Faiola    082 565 6025  joanf@wol.co.za 

PRO/Marketing: Alistair Mathie   078 109 7940  alistairm@fcb.co.za 

Membership: Miemmie Prinsloo   082 772 3928  miemmiep@d-bit.co.za 

Member at large: Lloyd Grobler  079 497 2732  salticid@live.co.za 

Events organizer: Danie Smit  083 642 3139  danie@combustion.co.za                   

Webmaster:  Irmi Le Roux     www.spiderclub.co.za 
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   from the hub … 
Our Annual General Meeting was good and best of all our great team is still intact, no one from the 2008/2009 
committee stood down which makes for continuity.  We only just got into our stride last year we plan to do great 
things for the club in 2009/2010.  So we still have Alistair, Astri, Danie, Irmi, Joan, Jaco, Lloyd (Wikus) and 
Miemmie.  See contact details on page 2.   The food was absolutely deeelicious - Christie Mathie did us proud, 
she cooked the best spit-roast lamb I have ever tasted and the side dishes were super.  Christie, may we call 
on you again?    

Please check our Diary on page 16 and note those events you would like to attend.  For some of them you will 
need to book so please take note of the booking arrangements and if you can help with events, promotions, or 
whatever, even when it is only for an hour or so, please let the organiser know.  It is quite scary to have an 
event and no helpers!  The Spider Club stands are always crowded out with fascinated members of the public 
asking a million questions.  The more people at our stands the better and the better we are able to market 
ourselves and recruit new members. Of course the field trips are great, some are for a morning, some a day or 
a whole weekend or a long weekend or longer.  If you have never attended one, do yourself a favour and come 
along.  You will be amazed at what we find and it is always a learning curve, even for those of us who think we 
know a lot! 

We need                                                                                               

                     You … 

             Pretty please! 

 

Ok, so you can see I have used clip-art to illustrate this but I have only just discovered it and the message is 
very clear, the Spider Club is its members, you guys out there, so please jump in and join in, even if you can 
only manage once or twice a year.   

I had a spider query on e-mail today, sent in by a Scottish lady of Irish descent living in the Czech Republic who 
found my address on a South African fly-fishing website.  That is a really round-about way to reach people!    
Being aged and somewhat technologically challenged I cannot get to grips with website design myself but we 
now have Irmi Le Roux as our knowledgeable and enthusiastic webmaster.  We now have an electronic 
presence and plan to have much less text and many, many more pictures in the near future.  

The 1st of September is officially the start of Spring.  Buds are swelling, spring flowers starting to bloom, birds 
nesting and arachnids starting to move around. Here are my house records over the last few days:  A fine male 
flattie or wall spider in the family Selenopidae, probably in the genus Selenops lurking behind a curtain, sac 
spiders are starting to emerge from their winter beds, small wolf spiders, family Lycosidae keep running across 
the carpets in the evening and a really fat ground crab spider, family Thomisidae genus Xysticus crept out from 
under the fridge recently where she must have been over-wintering in the cosy confines of the gas exchange 
tubes. I hope she got rid of some of the cockroaches while she was there. Rain spiders are beginning to trickle 
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in from the public and of course the common pisaurid (nursery web spider) Rothus sp. have been sheltering 
indoors all winter in the same way as they would in a natural cave.   

Talking of over-wintering I have watched a common garden orb web spider, Argiope australis in the tall grass 
just outside my kitchen window, survive right through the winter.   I do not know if she would have kept going till 
summer because I “caught” her web to display at the Sammy Marks Museum Farmers’ Market on National 

Women’s Day.  We are going to burn the long grass this weekend so I released her elsewhere 
but because of the trauma of being moved, blown around in the wind and gawped at and 
prodded by the public at the Sammy Marks Museum she didn’t manage to settle, the web she 
tried to build was a mess and she has disappeared.  She looked gravid so I hope she produced 
an egg sac before she died or was eaten. 

Other exciting news - We are now in close contact with the South African Tarantula Society and 
we welcomed some of their representatives to our AGM with delight.  Hope we will work happily together for 
many years. 

Astri.   

31 August 2009 

________________________________________________________ 

 

From the Editor: 

It’s been a very busy time of year, despite winter being a quiet time for spiders.  We had the Biodiversity 
Expo at the Walter Sisulu National Botanical Garden, which was a great success for the Spider Club (full 
report next issue), and we are going into another - Yebo Gogga at Wits University in October. 

We need more support from members at such events.  We need your animals, your expertise, your 
experience, to help educate the public better and break down the prejudice and ignorance surrounding 
arachnids.  Please come along, if only for a couple of hours. 

Judging by the queries from the public in the last few weeks, Rain spiders, Palystes superciliosus, are 
already out in force.  We have had many enquiries via the website. A friend of mine had to remove TWO 
specimens from his arachnophobic daughter’s lounge curtain at the same time!  Fortunately people are not 
squashing them so much now, and are learning to remove them to the garden in a humane manner. 

In this issue we have a very interesting article on bats and spiders in Harare, from Meg Cumming, as well 
as news from Dr Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman on new species from Pondoland.  (Ex Africa semper aliquid 
novi* all right!)  What a great country and continent we live in. 

Best spider regards 

Joan 

*There is always something new out of Africa (Pliny) 
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Book News 

No book review this time, but we have news that Norman Larsen’s long-awaited revision of Martin Filmer’s 
field guide should be out by the end of the year – just in time for Christmas!.  

 Norman says: viewed Martin Filmer’s revised and redesigned book at Struik last week and it looks really 
good. It will be called “Filmer’s Spiders of Southern Africa – An Identification Guide” with Euprosthenopsis 
pulchella a Nursery web spider on the front cover. I will soon have the pages to check, after which it will go 
for repro and printing. Hopefully it should be out towards the end of the year. When I have the cover image I 
will forward it.” 

Norman also tells us: “Chris and Tilda Stuart have a book  “Dangerous Creatures …….SA” at the printers at 
the moment. Look out for it as their books are always winners and include spiders, scorpions, snakes and 
all the other dangerous creatures they don’t have in Australia.” 
 

Events Reports 

MACRO/MICRO PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP SATURDAY 15TH AUGUST  2009 

Report by Joan Faiola 

A photographic workshop was held at Astri and John Leroy’s home on 15th August.  Two of the attendees 
were non-members, but had joined up by the end of the day!  They were Dave Le Roux and Julius Ortner. 

The other attendees were Paul Leroy and myself.  The day was absolutely perfect, with lovely warm early 
spring weather.  John had set up a little conference room in his garage, and gave us a Powerpoint 
presentation on equipment and technique. 

One of the points John made was that the point-and-shoot cameras often took better macro shots than the 
fancy digital single lens reflex cameras (DSLR).  Be that as it may, all the participants had DSLR cameras, 
and were there to overcome the problems they were experiencing in getting good quality shots.  The field 
was split evenly between Canon and Nikon cameras, these two makes being the usual choice of many 
serious photographers.   

 

The main problem is obtaining depth of field for 
subjects taken very close up.  John showed us 
how to overcome that problem, and obtain 
good shots of macro subjects with ordinary 
lenses and built in flashes.  He also recomm-
ended that a tripod be used wherever feasible. 

After the lecture, we were set loose in the 
garden, to take pictures of flowers, and 
generally practice, and receive hands-on 
practical advice from John as we worked.  We 
also had a chance to shoot pictures of a 
beautiful large female rain spider.  Dave was at 
an advantage, because John, also an  

Photo above: Astri Leroy 

aficionado of Nikon, was able to lend him two sets of extension tubes, to enable really close shots.  I had 
left all but one of my own tubes at home ……… I attach two of Dave’s photos below, so you can see what I 
mean! 

Alas, we did not know where the time went!  Before we knew it, it was time to go home.  But we all went 
home with greater knowledge of our cameras, and confident we were already better photographers for 
attending this workshop. 
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Thanks to John for generously sharing his expertise and experience with us, and to Astri and John for their 
hospitality in sharing their home with us for this event. 

(Photos courtesy Dave Le Roux) 

 

 

Postscript:  

John Leroy has kindly allowed me to publish some of his own photos in a photo gallery, which is included in 
this issue.  John is currently working on the photography of spider eye patterns and other distinctive 
features of a macro nature, such as epigynes and male palps. 

 

SAMMY MARKS MUSEUM COUNTRY MARKET – 9th August 2009 

Report by Alistair Mathie 

At the Sammy Marks Country Fair last year, the Spider Club stand was one of the most popular displays 
and this year was no exception. Kids and adults alike mobbed the stand, eager to see spiders and 
scorpions close up. The rain spiders (Palystes) behaved themselves and patiently allowed themselves to be 
handled without biting Astri or anyone else. Both long-suffering Hadogenes rock scorpions played along 
too. The Argiope australis that had obligingly made an attractive web inside a homemade frame was a big 
hit (might this be the start of a new interior decorating trend?) while the fat female Parabuthus drew 
appropriate gasps and shudders. We also managed to distribute loads of pamphlets and hopefully educated 
a good portion of the crowd. Astri, Alistair and Christy manned the stand and we hope to see a better 
turnout of club members in the future – the longish drive notwithstanding, the historic museum setting, 
tables groaning with homemade delicacies and police band playing light pop classics add up to a great day 
out!     

 

SCIENTIFIC NEWS AND COMMENT 
 

NEW SPECIES FOR SOUTH AFRICA – NEWS FROM DR ANSIE DIPPENAAR-SCHOEMAN 

Ansie reports: 

“Prof Michelle Hamer and her Earthwatch team collected spiders at Mkhambathi Nature Reserve in 
Pondoland in 2008 using beating, sweeping, pan-traps and hand collecting. This forms part of the Inland 
Invertebrate Initiative (III) survey.  

Mkhambathi Nature Reserve is situated on the coast of north-eastern Pondoland between Port Edward and 
Port St John’s. The reserve is a 7720 ha coastal reserve with open grasslands, dotted with indigenous 
forest patches and swamp forests, and riverine forests.  
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 A total of 1283 spiders was sampled represented by 134 species (6.7% of the total number recorded in 
South Africa), in 105 genera and 29 families. All 134 species are new records for the reserve and five spider 
species (Chresiona sp. (Amaurobiidae); Poltys sp. (Araneidae); Typhistes sp. (Linyphiidae), Tibitanus  
sp.(Philodromidae) and Cheiramiona (Miturgidae) may be new to science.  This shows again the 
importance of surveys to document our rich spider fauna.” 
 

The news of the finds, which included a further 13 new species of invertebrate other than arachnids, was 
reported in the English Guardian newspaper in August.  Environmentalists in South Africa pointed out that 
the area of the reserve is under threat from titanium mining.  We can forward the Guardian article on 
request.   

 

 

 

Newly described Chresiona species (Amaurobiidae) from Pondoland. 

Left: Chresiona male  Above: Chresiona palp 

Photos courtesy of Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman 

 

SYDNEY FUNNEL-WEB SPIDERS 

We have been hearing reports that some misinformed people are 
interested in importing Sydney Funnel-Web spiders Atrax robustus 
as pets.  This would be very ill-judged, as the species is extremely 
dangerous, and the anti-venom, which is necessary in the case of a 
bite (death from the bite of a male spider may ensue without it), is 
not available in this country.  There is also a risk of it becoming an 
invader species, as South African conditions usually suit Australian 
species.  ARC are watching the situation.  Here is some information 
on this species. 

Atrax robustus (Family Hexathelidae) 

Sydney Funnel-web Spider 

Distribution:  
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Sydney Funnel-web Spiders are found in the  central coastal and highland regions of New South Wales. 
They are forest dwellers with a liking for moist, cool habitats. In the Sydney region funnel-webs are most 
common in the forested uplands surrounding the Cumberland Plain (NSW). 

Features:  

These large spiders (body length 1.5 to 3.5 cm) are typically dark brown-black. The shiny carapace is 
almost hairless and the eyes are grouped in front. Often the abdomen is tinged with a dull reddish plum 
colour. At its rear end are four spinnerets, in two pairs; the larger pair is held upwards like two pointed 
fingers. Males are smaller-bodied and longer-legged than females, and have a conical mating spur on the 
underside of each second leg. Spine-like mating organs are present at the tip of short, leg-like, male palps. 
These palps are short, leg-like appendages which lie alongside the massive, projecting jaws, under which 
the dagger-like fangs are folded. 

Ecology/Way of Life:  

These spiders make a burrow, some 15 to 35 cm deep, under or beside logs, rocks and roots in forest or 
gardens. The entrance to the burrow consists of a silken entrance or short passage, somewhat funnel-like 
in form, from which irregular silk trip-lines spread out. The slit-like opening of the entrance to the spider's 
silk tunnel lies collapsed on the entrance floor when not in use. 

At night, these spiders hunt from the burrow entrance, running out to seize prey crossing the triplines, or 
foraging on the surface near the burrow. They prey on a range of animals, from insects and spiders to small 
frogs and lizards. 

Male spiders are short-lived (3 to 4 years) compared with females (8 years or more). When males mature 
they leave their burrows and wander in search of females during summer and autumn. When mating, both 
spiders rear up head to head, the front legs braced up against each other. The male grips the bases of the 
female's second legs securely with his mating spurs before inserting his palpal mating organs into her 
genital opening. During spring and summer females make pillow-shaped egg sacs containing 80 to 250 
eggs. Spiderlings disperse over summer and autumn. 

Interaction with Humans/Threats:  

Funnel-web spiders have caused 13 deaths, all in 
the vicinity of Sydney. A unique combination of 
factors have combined to make Atrax robustus one 
of the world's most notorious spiders.  Robustoxin 
(δ-Atracotoxin-Ar1), the part of the venom that 
severely affects the nervous systems of humans 
and humans and other primates (but not other 
mammals), is present only in male spiders. This 
explains why male envenomation is so much more 
serious than that of females. The highly venomous 
male spiders are more likely to come into contact 
with people because of their active wandering 
behaviour, some even entering houses. Also the 
distribution of this spider coincides with that of 
almost 5 million people in the Wollongong, Sydney 
and Newcastle regions. Fortunately, an effective 
antivenom was introduced in 1981 (the last death 
was in 1980), but the rapid application of proper first 
aid, such as the pressure-immobilisation first aid 
technique, remains essential. 

 

 

Other Comments:  

The Sydney Funnel-web Spider was described by O.P.Cambridge in 1877. The origin of the name Atrax is 
uncertain, but may derive from the Latin atrare = to blacken or atrox = terrible; the species name is from the 
Latin robustus = strong or powerful. 
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Text & map by Mike Gray; photograph by Mike Gray, courtesy of the Australian Museum 

 

Acknowledgments: 

M.R. Gray. Atrax robustus. Species Bank. Australian Biological Resources Study, Canberra. 
Viewed 2 August 2009.  
http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/abrs/online-resources/species-bank/index.html 

 

VENOM TOXICITY OF BROWN BUTTON SPIDER Latrodectus geometricus 

The brown widow, Latrodectus geometricus, is one of five species of Latrodectus in the United States, and 
as a cosmopolitan species is one of “our” button spiders in South Africa. In the US it is not considered as 
dangerous as other species.  The following was reported on the website http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/:  

 “ … However, we report a previously healthy patient bitten by a brown widow, resulting in a serious 
reaction requiring hospitalization. Symptoms included severe pain, cramps, nausea/vomiting, and 
fasciculations in the pectoral and quadriceps muscles. This report signals a need to re-evaluate previously 
held ideas that brown widow bites are of minor consequence.”   

This evinced some comments from arachnologists across the United States.  Chuck Kristensen stated: 
“Brown widow spider venom is more toxic in mouse assays and they may have a bit less venom, though the 
differences are not enormous and do not appear to be significant for humans. Brown widow bites tend to be 
much milder than black widow bites, on average. 
  
There are many possible explanations for the discrepancy.” 

Obviously, this is of local interest, and one wonders whether any local cases of such adverse reactions to 
brown button spider bites exist.  The other point to consider is that brown button spiders don’t bite readily.  

 

The following was published in the South African Medical Journal 1993 Jun:83(6):399-405 

Black and brown widow spider bites in South Africa.  A series of 45 cases. 

Muller GJ.  Department of Pharmacology, University of Stellenbosch 

“Cases of black widow (Latrodectus indistinctus) and brown widow (L. geometricus) spider bites referred to 
the Tygerberg Pharmacology and Toxicology Consultation Centre from the summer of 1987/88 to the 
summer of 1991/92 were entered into this series. Of a total of 45 patients, 30 had been bitten by black and 
15 by brown widow spiders. It was evident that black widow spider bites caused a more severe form of 
envenomation than brown widow bites, characterised by generalised muscle pain and cramps, abdominal 
muscle rigidity, profuse sweating, raised blood pressure and tachycardia. The symptoms and signs of 
brown widow bites were mild and tended to be restricted to the bite site and surrounding tissues. Conditions 
which should be considered in the differential diagnosis include cytotoxic spider bite, scorpion sting, 
snakebite, acute abdominal conditions, myocardial infarction, alcohol withdrawal and organophosphate 
poisoning. To prevent the development of complications, the administration of black widow spider 
antivenom is recommended in severe cases because untreated latrodectism could become protracted, 
without improvement, for several days.”    
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SANSA NEWSLETTER AND 
VIRTUAL MUSEUM 

Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman has 
asked that Spider Club members 
participate in SANSA activities, in 
any way, such as contributing 
photos to the Virtual Museum and 
arachnid stories for the SANSA 
newsletter. 

At the moment, our members are 
not contributing very much at all.  
We can forward the SANSA 
newsletter on request, but better 
still, you can ask them to place your 
e-mail address on the distribution 
list. 

Contact ARC via their website – 
see their advertisement on this 
page.  
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PHOTO GALLERY – JOHN LEROY 

John Leroy very kindly gave permission to publish some of his macro photographs in this newsletter.  John 
has recently been sharpening his digital photography skills even further, by using the smallest F stop 
possible on his camera in order to get maximum depth of field on very small subjects.  His ambition is to 
photograph the definitive eye patterns of as many families/genera/species as possible.  John takes all his 
photographs in compressed (jpg) format, and does no photoshop work at all.  His philosophy is that the shot 
must be right first time, and need no editing.  The following photographs were taken at Lapalala last Easter. 

 

 1.  Wolf spider  - Close …. 
 

2. Wolf spider -  … but closer ! 

 

3. Thyene sp. 

 

4. Ceratogyrus darlingi 

 

5. Jaws of male Tetragnatha sp. 

And another of John’s fabulous moth photos
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SPIDERS AND BATS 
 by Meg Cumming 

19 Walmer Drive, Highlands, Harare, Zimbabwe, <cummingms@gmail.com> 

In Harare, Zimbabwe, years of poor rainfall from the 1990/91 to the1994/95 rainy seasons, were followed, 
rather biblically, by six good years from the 1995/96 to the 2000/01 seasons.  The good years triggered a 
welcome outbreak of golden-orb spiders, Nephila fenestrata, in my one-hectare garden in the suburbs.  The 
1998/99 season brought a spectacular total of 1261mm rain and one morning in January I was puzzled to 
find a number of black Nephila legs lying on the floor in my scullery – distinctive legs, with conspicuous 
black brushes and a gun-metal blue sheen to them.  The penny soon dropped because, along with the legs, 
were bat faeces and we had seen Egyptian Slit-faced Bats (Nycteris thebaica) flying in and roosting on the 
wooden beams (Fig.1).  These broad-winged bats would be capable of carrying such heavy spiders in 
flight.  For the rest of that rainy season further Nephila legs were found in the same spot and it was easy to 
deduce which Nephila webs had been plundered because of a large hole in the webs and the 
disappearance of the big fat females from them.  A friend on a farm in Darwendale west of Harare reported 
the same phenomenon on the open verandah of his house.  But the bats don’t have it all their own way 
because there are also records of bats caught in spider webs (Fenton, pers. comm.).  

 

       

Figure 
1. 

Nycteris thebaica feeding on a cricket while hanging from its perch 
(left), and preparing to take a moth from a researcher in a lab 
(right).  (Photo copyright Professor M. Brock Fenton). 

 

 

This observation raised the question of the extent to which bats feed on spiders.  Few records exist but, 
since bats are nocturnal, one is unlikely to observe actual captures.  So I wrote to Professor Brock Fenton 
in Canada, a world expert on bats, asking for his help.  Brock has done a lot of research in Zimbabwe and 
South Africa and immediately told me about a 6-month study along the Zambezi River at Mana Pools during 
which faeces of the Large Slit-faced Bat, Nycteris grandis, were collected regularly at four sites.  
Microscopic analysis did not show up spiders among the many insect and frog remains but the legs of 
solifugids were found (Bayefsky-Anand, 2005).  And in the American south-west Pallid Bats eat solifugids, 
scorpions and centipedes. 

Brock also sent me recent publications of interest.  Beth Clare et al (2009) are using a molecular DNA-
barcoding approach to discover what bats eat.  They collect fresh guano, freeze it and then use chemical 
reactions to identify mitochondrial sequences in the DNA of prey fragments.  A reference collection of 
barcoded insects from the study area is required so that their DNA can be matched against the faecal 
samples (the North American Barcode of Life Data System is used).  Studying the Eastern Red Bat in 
Ontario, Canada, Clare et al identified 127 different prey species, mostly soft-bodied Lepidoptera, but also 
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two spiders, a web-dwelling araneid, Neoscona sp., and a free-running vegetation dwelling philodromid, 
Philodromus rufus.   

Dechmann et al (2006), working on a Disc-Winged Bat, in Costa Rica (c.10° N.), in a very hot, wet-all-year, 
lowland forest, collected bat faecal samples for microscopic analysis.  These bats tend to forage by 
gleaning in the understorey, where they manoeuvre with ease.  They ate a diverse diet, consisting largely of 
non-flying, silent, prey found on foliage surfaces and not easily detected by echolocation.  Surprisingly, 93% 
of all samples contained spiders, and of these the highest proportion were jumping spiders.  This is 
unexpected because salticids are usually strictly diurnal, relying on light to aid their excellent vision.  
Perhaps the bats are diurnal in the gloomy forest or perhaps they recognise spider retreats after dark?  Or 
perhaps the researchers got it wrong – they apparently identified the salticids by their tarsi (short and 
sturdy, with a scopula, or brush of short bristles, and short tarsal claws).  Here is an obvious situation for the 
use of barcoding to provide taxonomic precision.  Dechmann et al cite six records of other bat species 
occasionally taking spiders. 

 

Small Dome-headed Bats in Australia spend parts of their nights taking orb-weavers from their webs 
(Schulz 2000).  Micronycteris megalotis bats detected motionless insects on leaf surfaces and distinguished 
between dummies and live animals (Locher, 2000).  Myotis nattereri detected silent and motionless prey, 
including spiders, on or close to vegetation, by echolocation (Siemers and Schnitzler, 2000).  David 
Attenborough in his film, Life of Mammals (Insectivores) shows footage of Myotis sp. feeding from spider 
webs.  And Astri Leroy (pers. comm.) tells me she has seen bats in Gauteng, South Africa, taking the 
nocturnal web-spinning bark spider, Caerostris sp., from their webs when she was hunting spiders at night. 

 

    

 

Figure 2.  The same Harare spider, Caerostris sp., safely tucked under a metal pipe by day (left) but 
exposed to attack in its web by bats at night (right).  (Photo copyright David Cumming). 

It is therefore clear that bats do indeed feed on spiders and we can expect much more information on this 
with the use of increasingly sophisticated study techniques.  We also need to rid our minds of the idea that 
all bats feed only by detecting fluttering prey by echolocation.  The two major feeding techniques used by 
insectivorous bats are aerial hawking on one hand and gleaning foraging on the other.  The aerial hawkers 
are more likely to feed on orb web-building spiders, whilst the gleaners search for free-living prey, often by 
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crawling over surfaces, using either echolocation or vision or other sense organs, on foliage, tree-trunks 
and even on the ground.  (Question – do bats feed on ballooning spiders and do spiders balloon by night?). 

Bats exhibit seasonal changes in prey and in feeding sites, are selective foragers (for example, in one 
Californian site they ate only lycosids although several families of spiders were caught in adjacent pitfall 
traps) and individual bats have been shown to exhibit specific preferences (Johnston & Fenton, 2001).  Bats 
chew their food more than birds, and digestion and defaecation are rapid and thorough (20 minutes in Little 
Brown Bats, Fenton & Barclay, 1980).  Faeces contain mixed and degraded prey fragments not easily 
identified visually.  Bats often bite off the indigestible legs of their prey immediately on capture so that their 
flight is not impeded.  But softer prey, such as spiders, may be eaten entirely which has led to an 
undersampling of such items, given that most food studies are done from culled parts under roosts.  Some 
bats chew while on the wing but others take their prey to a perch.  Because bats are social they often share 
information on feeding opportunities.  

Bats are formidable predators and they show variation and flexibility in choice of prey and in hunting 
techniques.  It seems that there is a bat species to exploit every situation that might provide a suitable meal.  
It is certain then that we still have a lot to learn about the relationship between bats and spiders. 
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Shop window 

5-litre plastic sweetie jars with blue lids, for keeping live arachnids  R20.00  

Plastic eye glasses, 15x magnification good optics     R60.00  

Golf shirts 

Men’s Yellow only XXL – M with logo      R120.00  

Ladies’ Black only XL & L with logo     Sold out 

Kiddies’: T-shirts, vests, golf shirts, shirts  

with collars, stamped with spiders and scorpions. Majority 

yellow a few brown 

Small sizes          R45.00  

Larger sizes         R50.00                     

Bandanas, yellow with black line drawings      R60.00 

Khaki caps with logo one size fits all       R75.00  

Utility bag black, no logo        R50.00 
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SPIDER CLUB DIARY 2009/2010 

2009 

4 days – 8th – 11th October, 2009  Yebo Gogga, University of the Witwatersrand. This is another important 
event following hot on the heels of the Biodiversity Expo.  We need your help and animals for this event, 
too!  Contact Joan Faiola on joanf@wol.co.za or mobile 082 565 6025 if you are able to help.  We can 
potentially reach more than 1000 schoolchildren – even if we energized only 1% of these kids, we would be 
making a great investment for the future. 

17 th October 2009  Westdene Open Day. Please contact Alistair Mathie if you can help. 

Saturday 28th November, 2009.   8:30 for 9 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. Spider Walk - Melville Koppies Nature 
Reserve Central, Meet in Kafue Road, Emmarentia.  26* 10’26,5” S and 28* 00’ 46,8” E. YOU HAVE TO BE 
ON TIME because the gates are locked at 9 a.m.!    Bring hat, sun block, takkies, juice and packed lunch.   
Cost R40 per person.  BOOKING ESSENTIAL call Wendy (011) 482-4797 

2010 

Saturday 30th January Kloofendal - Beginners’ Spider Identification Course for people 15 years and older.  
Numbers limited.. 9 a.m. – 4 p.m.  R150 per person. Book with Karin or Steve Spottiswoode 011-674-2980 
072-595-6991 (Karin) 082-558-3158 (Steve) Entry into the reserve is free. There are picnic and ablution 
facilities.  

Weekend 5th – 7th February Andre Lambrecht’s farm Terra Nostra near Marble Hall.  Self catering, numbers 
limited to 20.  Beds available for 10 people, the rest camping. R25 per person to cover gas, water and any 
breakages.  3 showers 2 toilets. Absolutely stunning place, koppies, sodic soils, thornveld and broadleaf 
veld, bird hide (complete with black mamba!) overlooking a dam and super campsite.   

DIRECTIONS TO TERRA NOSTRA FROM N1 north or Pretoria. 

From Zambezi offramp  +- 50 kms to first stop at Moloto.  Go straight 10 kms to 2nd stop at Kwamhlanga. 
Turn left.  This is about 1 hour from farm gate.  (Phone now) 

At next stop 40 kms further turn right. Carry on +- 17 kms. (crossing over 2 stops) till you get to T-junction.  
Turn left. 

Approx. 10 kms further (on Marble Hall Road) enter a 60 km/h zone (STICK TO IT!)  300 m AFTER 60 km/h 
SIGN TURN RIGHT ONTO DIRT ROAD. 3 kms further cross straight over another dirt road (watch out for 
speeding taxis!) follow main track to gate 10 kms on. 

   

Photos © JM Leroy 
 
Saturday 13th February.  Public night walk concentrating on scorpions, Waler Sisulu National Botanical 
Garden, Malcolm Road, Poortview.   Times to be confirmed. Leader Alistair Mathie but volunteers needed 
who know arachnids and the garden because we have not limited numbers. 
 
 
 
 
 


